Spring Break Mission Week 2002

**Peru** – An opportunity to open your heart and mind while taking part in a cultural exchange with orphans in the Yanachaga River region of Oxapampa, Peru. Surrounded by a beautiful mountainous landscape we will work alongside the children and youth at such tasks as carpentry, horticulture, bee-keeping, metal work, and milking cows. We will be hosted by PROYSOYA, an organization dedicated to development of the community and the young people who live there. We may also have the opportunity to work with other social organizations.

Team Members: Elizabeth Dubois**  Liz Cambier***
Patricio Plazolles*  Jennifer Brodie
Leah Cressman  Sahan Dissanayake
Mary Kinney  Nicole Kirchner
Rebecca Little  Roshni Nuggehalli
Michelle Waltz  Hillary Zeune

**Reztoration** – A mission to rebuild Hopi-Anglo relationships through communication and community service. We will spend two days near Flagstaff, Arizona for cross-cultural training, and five days on the Hopi Reservation in the three mesas region to apply what we’ve learned. While on the reservation, we will devote the mornings to service work, and the afternoons to relationship building.

Team Members: Anne Knight**  Emily Rupp***
Carrie Lippert*  Kelly Gerberich*
Sarah Cook  Elizabeth Curseen
Katherine Lattier  Kaitlin Manry
Amy Watts  Carrie Steele
Dale Todd  Brynna Vogt

**Bolivia** – This team will be working with the Santa Cruz Christian Learning Center (SCCLC) in Santa Cruz, Bolivia. The SCCLC is a school for both national and missionary children and teaches grades K-12. They are currently understaffed and we will be providing some welcomed support to them. Our tasks will range from manual labor, such as painting at the school, to interacting with the students. While there, we also hope to learn more about the culture and present circumstances of the area.

Team Members: Chad Johns**  Beth Cademartori***
Alan McGuire  Mike Sedziol
Lauren Wiebe*  Sara Florkey
Amanda Arango  Laura Nienaber
Michael Sturtz  Sarah Zureick
Mariana Salazar  Tendai Pasipanodya
Russia – Moscow, Russia: We will be working (and staying) at an orphanage for children ages 5 and up. Projects will include such things as light building repair and working with the kids in their classrooms. The majority of our energy will be devoted to playing with and loving Russia's abandoned children.

Team Members: Janell Chandler** Erin Spencer**
Jon Powers* Barbara MacLeod*
Elizabeth Biscanin Nicholyn Chang
Jessica Junglas Cala Martin
Jennifer Schmelzer Shannon Smith
Emily Walz Katie Zoerhoff

Wilderness Trek – Led by Assistant Chaplain, Scott Gabriel, this trip is for students seeking to challenge themselves in the great outdoors while developing in their faith and leadership skills.

Team Members: Scott Gabriel* Kristen Hajduk
Kerri Haldeman* Maggie Harvey
Colin Kelly Amy Kreps
Sarah Martin Steph Miller
Jill Schnipke Meg Sweeney
James Whitacre Marshall Winslow

McCurdy School – Sponsored by Ohio Campus Compact, OWU team members will join with students from Baldwin-Wallace College to visit this Christian School in Espanola, New Mexico. Team members will work together on cleaning and painting projects while learning more about this historic school.

Team Members: Sue Pasters* John Burns
Jeffrey Donaldson Vinod Saranathan
Richard Wynkoop
Habitat for Humanity – The traditional, student-led, trip for anyone interested in spending their Spring Break making a difference with a hammer. This year’s destination is Valencia County, New Mexico.

Team Members:  
Ali Baxendale**  Kay Albright*  
Tricia Baker  Katie Baroni  
Kris Bertoglio  Amy Blinn  
Josh Brown  Jen Cobb  
Elizabeth Catlin  Tiffany Cutting  
Kimberly Hogan  Amanda Hudson  
Ed Ingman  Shauna Kashyap  
Lesley Kirkbride  Angela Liu  
Carissa Lucas  Kip Mentzer  
Scott Middleton  Sarah Miller  
Nikki Mills  Tola Olu-Lafe  
Tine Raymond  Kristen Riegler  
Kate Robinson  Robert Schalmo  
George Souroullas  Jessica Spak  
Rozie Stapf  Julia Trent  

*Advisor  
**Team Leader  
***Spiritual Guide